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The quintessential meaning of Zeya is "Success.

Zeya is born out of heritage and values and yet 

carries a 'Modern' look in its designs and 

craftsmanship. KUNDAN Group in-house brand Zeya 

By Kundan is an affordable, fashionable, 

quality-assured jewellery for the 'New-You'.

It is inspired by fashion and one of the trendiest in 

town! Our jewellery is light-weight, budget-friendly, 

Crafted in European cubic zirconia with 18KT & 22KT 

which gives you every-day wear a new 'Sparkle'.

Our innovative team of designers has worked hard to 

encapsulate the essence of Indian jewellery and give 

you designs which are trendy yet Indian. So acquire 

your first ZEYA collection and make your mark!

ZEYA not only adorns you but does not shy away to 

make a statement! Zeya desires to be a sought-after 

and the preferred brand of jewellery for every-day 

wear.

Lifetime ExchangeFree Shipping 15 Days Money-Back Buyback 99.9%

Affordable Jewellery

"Don't Dazzle at certain occasion, Shine Bright in every Situation".



Why Zeya?
We Refine  >>  We Design  >>  We Manufacture

BIS Hall Marked
Jewellery (HUID)

Lifetime Jewellery
Cleaning Service

Lightweight
Jewellery

Made from 100%
Certified Pure Gold

Lifetime Stone
Repair Service

Budget
Friendly
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Our Collections
Zeya's collections are chic, stylish and envisaged for everyday wear jewellery.

Amore  |  Aurum  |  Blossom  |  Divine

Eternal Mystery  |  Ethnic Modern  |  Garden  |  Golden Era

Mesh  |  Pendulous  |  Royal  Senor  |  Solitaire

Swirl  |  Teen  |  Twine  |  Twilight  |  Vogue
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necklaces
NS11-TR047

NS13-TR069 NS11-TR095

NS21-BL215 NS21-BL167

A necklace is the 

classiest piece of 

jewellery that you 

can own! Our 

stunning 

necklaces are 

perfect to 

embrace the joy 

of traditional wear 

or western wear. 

Choose from our 

range of 

lightweight

& affordable 

traditional, 

partywear and 

contemporary 

necklaces to 

make your every 

occasion 

memorable.

Necklaces



RN18-BL013-A

RN19-NB011 RN17-CB044-AB
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rings
RN14-LX096

Rings
Rings are the 

most precious 

jewels to adorn, 

and a delicately 

beautiful design 

never goes out of 

style. We present 

you with a 

powerful and 

distinctive 

collection of gold 

rings in 

enchanting styles 

and finishes, 
perfect for all 

occasions.



ER10-LX053

ER10-TR032 ER19-HP040
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earrings
ER25-BL278

Earrings
Sparkle up your 

jewelry collection 

with our stunning 

earring range. 

Zeya’s collections 

offer you 

everything from 

sophisticated 

studs to dazzling 

danglers. Our 

earrings captivate 

you with their 

simplicity, quality, 

and design. 

Choose from a 

sea of versatile 

and lightweight 

pieces for each 

occasion.
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PD18-SP003

PD10-LX072 PD10-SW053

PD10-SW065 PD19-NB051

pendants

Pendants
Zeya By Kundan 

brings you 

bedazzling 

pendants that 

make you glow 

like the stars and 

make a 

statement. Our 

pendant 

collections 

provide the best 

of both worlds 

with stunning 

casual and party 

wear pendant 

designs.Select 

from a sea of 

Zeya's dainty 

pendants that let 

you sparkle every 

day.



NP22-PG005

NP22-PG007 NP18-SP013
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nose pins
NP18-SP011

Nose Pins
Nose pins radiate 

your face with a 

tinge of sparkle 

and grace. Each 

piece displays an 

audacious, 

inventive, and 

unique blend of 

traditional and 

contemporary 

jewelry making. 

Choose from the 

beautifully 

studded classic 

and elegant plain 

nose pins to 

brighten your 

ensemble.



PD10-SW082 PD23-TM128

PD10-SW132 PD19-NB023
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pendants sets
PD19-SR009

Pendant Sets
Zeya's pendants 

sets could be your 

glittering and 

blooming closest 

friend for all 

occasions. 

Explore the 

bedazzling 

pendant sets with 

dangling earrings 

that exude 

perpetually 

enchanting 

charisma and 

complement your 

appearance. The 

dainty and 

versatile sets go 

well with 

traditional and 

western 

ensembles.
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BC23-LA018-S

NL12-SP077 RN11-BR119

RN10-BR091 RN25-CB257

men’s jewelry

Men's Jewelry
Modern men seek 

quality, 

substance, and 

style when it 

comes to jewelry. 

Our men’s jewelry 

collections exhibit 

exquisite rings, 

chains, pendants, 

and bracelet 

designs and let 

you flaunt your 

energy, attitude, 

and charisma.



CH23-LA017

CH23-LA017

CH23-LA015

CH23-LA015
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chains
CH23-LA015

Chains
Add sparkle and 

sheen to your 

look with our 

stunning and 

dainty chains, 

perfect for 

everyday wear. 

The lightweight 

and affordable 

chains radiate a 

distinctive appeal 

with their 

exquisite designs. 

Pick an elegant, 

sparkling, and 

irresistible chain 

design to express 

your personality 



BC23-TR551

BC11-TR033 BC21-GE009
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bracelets
BC21-HT022

Bracelets
Bracelets are the 

subtle 

accessories that 

amplify your look. 

Our stunning 

bracelets let 

sheen and 

sophistication 

dangle from your 

wrists. Choose 

from a charming 

collection of chain 

bracelets at Zeya 

and discover the 

perfect accessory 

for your style.
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BG13-TR015

NL12-SP077

BG13-TR020 BG11-LX001

bangles

Bangles
Bangles are a 

unique blend of 

traditional and 

contemporary 

fashion. Discover 

our wide range of 

bangles, and let 

us celebrate your 

love for jewelry. 

Our lightweight 

bangles add a 

touch of 

traditional charm 

to all your outfits. 
Select the 

stunning bangles 

that dangle your 

wrist and let your 

inner Diva shine.



RK12-SP077

RK22-NB049 RK22-SP032
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rakhi
RK12-SP056

Rakhi
Commemorate 

the auspicious 

occasion of 

Raksha Bandhan 

with an eternal 

gift, just like the 

everlasting 

protection they 

provide you. Our 

gold rakhis let you 

exhibit your 

unconditional love 

for your protector 

with versatile 

designs. From 

embellished, 

religious symbols 

to casual studded 

floral, we have it 

all.



PD10-NS049

PD10-NS050 PD21-TM097
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tanmaniya
PD10-NS005

Tanmaniya
Let the golden 

celebrations 

begin with our 

vibrant and 

versatile 

Tanmaniya 

pendants. The 

embellished 

pendant sets are 

perfect for glitter 

and glam wedding 

celebrations. Find 

your sparkle and 

adorn timeless 

elegance with our 

elegant 

Tanmaniya range, 

ideal for all the 

occasions.





Follow us on

Contact Us:

844-844-40-41 (Helpline No.)

Working days, Mon-Sat (10am-6pm)

info@zeya.co.in
www.zeya.co.in


